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Since the country is still in the initial stage of the development of public art, the 
accumulation is limited. The concept of public art ,especially the public art of the 
commercial region is also not accepted by people. Through this discussion about 
how the public art enhances the role of the commercial region in this paper, I hope 
we can see a bright sustainable future of the public art. 
First we start with the function of the public art in the commercial region and its 
development trends, analysis the standards for the public art and the common 
characteristics of the excellent works, so as to get the conclusion that building is 
becoming the form of the public art. Then suggest the government about where to 
place the public artistic works in the cities , and provide the reference of how to 
choose the artist and how to set up a vetting committee. 
In the second part ,we discuss about that the public artistic works have different 
forms and functions so that they can play different roles in the commercial region. 
The discussion includes  the work named "a man through the wall"which is set as an 
example of art works full of dramatic tension; the sculpture in Shekou Shenzhen , the 
sculpture in front of Pyramid Hotel in Las Vegas, the landmark of the Tokyo 
International Exhibition Center which three are set as examples of how the 
identification of public art works in the forms of metaphor and simile in the 
commercial region; the art installation in Lane Crawford ,Hong Kong, and the crystal 
installation in front of the Swarovski Crystal Store which two are set as examples of 
how the artistic works reflect the shape and characteristics of commodities.The public 
artistic work also can decorate the traffic node and bare buildings in the commercial 
region,which is reflected in the decorative patterns on the ceilings of overline bridges 















considered as artistic works in process ,and the temporary public artistic works like 
Kirin Brewery's beer tree in Yokohama Japan or the Christmas airship in Lane 
Crawford, are also involved in this part. Multipurpose utilization of various media and 
materials ,control of artistic themes ,and the installation of the path of the public 
artistic works still attract our attention. 
At last ,we take the I-Land of Shinjuku as an example to expound the evaluation, 
feedback, maintenance, adjustment and dismantling of the public artistic works. 
Major innovation: public artistic metaphor for the commercial brand; how public 
art makes the negative effect of high-rise commercial buildings weakened ;  fashion; 
performing; function for transportation and small environment.  
Hope this paper can provide some valuable refenrce to the public art creators in 
the commercial region. 
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出，被放置到室外，它们由此而得名，被称为 PUBLIC ART——公共艺术。 
                                                        




































































































































                                                        
① 摘自《艺术与设计》 2005 年 9 月刊 
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